Node properties and node importance identification of networks have been vastly studied in the last decades. While in this work, we analyse the links' properties of networks by taking the Worldwide Marine Transport Network (WMTN) as an example, i.e., statistical properties of the shipping lines of WMTN have been investigated in various aspects: Firstly, we study the feature of loops in the shipping lines by defining the line saturability. It is found that the line saturability decays exponentially with the increase of line length. Secondly, to detect the geographical community structure of shipping lines, the Label Propagation Algorithm with compression of Flow (LPAF) and Multi-Dimensional Scaling (MDS) method are employed, which show rather consistent communities. Lastly, to analyse the redundancy property of shipping lines of different marine companies, the multilayer networks were constructed by aggregating the shipping lines of different marine companies. It is observed that the topological quantities, such as average degree, average clustering coefficient, etc., increase smoothly when marine companies are randomly merged (randomly choose two marine companies, then merge the shipping lines of them together), while the relative entropy decreases when the merging sequence is determined by the Jensen-Shannon distance (choose two marine companies when the J-S distance between them is the lowest). This indicates the low redundancy of shipping lines among different marine companies. *
I. INTRODUCTION
Marine transportation account for more than 70 per cent of global trade [1] . For many major economies, a even larger proportion of their import and export activities may rely heavily on marine transportation (e.g. about 90% as for China). The advantages of the marine transport [2] include high throughput, low expense and less restricted access to the shipping lines. However, the rapid development of world marine transport brought a series of challenges as well, such as, how to raise the transport ability? How to arrange the shipping lines of different marine companies to avoid cutthroat competition? All of these issues are associated with the links' properties of WMTN. With the development of complex network theory, a wide range of traffic networks have been studied in the framework of complex networks, such as China air transportation [3] , Urban Traffic [4] , Europe railway [5, 6] , an world marine transport [7] .
The previous studies on World Marine Transport Network (WMTN) mostly focused on the topological properties. Deng et al. [7] studied topological structure of World Marine Transport Network (WMTN), such as degree distribution, clustering coefficient, average shortestpath length, efficiency, etc. Kaluza et al. [8] compared the topological properties of WMTN with those of the sub-networks of container transportation, dry goods transportation and oil transportation, respectively. Such as number of lines, throughput, average degree, cluster coefficient, average distance, power law distribution in-dex, community, etc. They also studied the weight distribution and seaport distance distribution of WMTN. Ducruet Csar and Notteboom Theo [9] studied the evolution of WMTN which contains the throughput of WMTN from 1972 to 2008, seaports number, edges length, loops number, efficiency, power distribution index, and assortativity, etc. In addition, the relevant visualizations were provided.
While the node properties and node importance identification of WMTN have been studied extensively [7] [8] [9] , investigations on the links' properties are lacking. In this work, we explored the statistical features of the shipping lines in the WMTN. Firstly, we studied the four quantities of nodes centrality which are degree, betweenness, seaport weight and seaport throughput, so as to show the importance of different seaports. Then we defined the quantity of line saturability to measure lines' transport ability. The feature of the community structure in the WMTN is important for the arrangement of shipping lines but still largely unknown at this moment. We divided the WMTN into seven communities by Label Propagation Algorithm with compression of Flow (LPAf) [10] , which can be recognized as one of the state of the art algorithm in community detection. The detected community results are then compared to the seaports' geographical distribution and multi-dimensional scaling (MDS) [11] . In the procedure of MDS, we introduced the diffusion distance [12] to be the seaports distance. The community structure is well defined if the seaports of the same community are classified into one cluster. Lastly, we studied the relation between different marine companies by means of multilayer networks. Each marine transport company is represented by a single layer of the network, with aggregation taking place randomly from numbers 1 to 42. Each aggregation yields a network, by which we calculated edges number, mean degree, network efficiency, and average trapping time. Then we aggregated the marine companies according to the Jensen-Shannon distance [13] [14] [15] , that is, if the Jensen-Shannon distance of two marine companies is the lowest, we merge the shipping lines of them together, and calculated the relative entropy [15, 16] . We can know the relation between different marine companies by observing the change of above quantities with the number of marine companies aggregated.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we show some topological properties of WMTN and propose the definition of line saturability. In Section 3, the community structure was given. In Section 4, we introduce the multilayer networks and discuss the relation between marine companies. Finally, we conclude in Section 5.
II. THE TOPOLOGICAL PROPERTIES OF WMTN
The data used in this paper was collected from 42 world renowned marine companies, such as COSCO, ANL, APL, HNM, etc. [17] [18] [19] [20] , totally 632 seaports and 2283 shipping lines. Currently, the public transport networks are presented in two different topological representations, one of them is L space [21] , consisting of nodes representing the seaports and edges between any two consecutive stops along the shipping lines. The node degree k is just the number of different shipping lines one needs to take from a given seaport, while the shortest path length between two arbitrary seaports is the minimal number of stops one needs to make, then the L space is also named the space of stops. We construct WMTN in the L space, and calculate its node number N , average degree K , clustering coefficient C, average shortest-path length d , radius R, network efficiency [22, 23] E, and average line length (the length of line path) L p (see Table I ).
These topological properties are consistent with previous studies [7] in WMTN, which verifies the reliability of our data, and also indicates that the WMTN does not change much over the recent years. For study the characteristic of WMTN, we compare the WMTN with other kind of transport networks which are Poland urban bus networks [24] and World Air Transport Network (WATN). The Poland urban bus network have 22 networks that belong to 22 different cites in Poland, so its' data reliability is high and we can compare WMTN with all 22 urban bus networks. The node numbers of these networks range from 152 to 2811, and as transportation networks, these networks also function very similarly with marine transport. The WATN data was collected from 22 top Civil Air Transport and it contains 188 ports and 1416 edges. We found that the average degree of WMTN is larger than that of Poland urban bus network, but lesser than WATN a little. This is because the sea-ports of WMTN can be connected with both its nearby seaports and the long-range ones, and the ports of air can be connected with other ports in long distance directly. But the bus stations of Poland are rarely connected over the long distance. The clustering coefficient is the represent the closeness of neighbors of one node, the more high clustering coefficient mean the more connection between neighbors of one node. We can measure this quantity by calculate the density of triangles in networks. This quantity of WMTN is slightly larger than Poland urban, and lesser than WATN. This result maybe due to the short length of the lines in the WMTN. Short lines mean that there are a lot of triangle lines in WMTN. Shortest-path length on networks is the path with shortest length of two nodes in a network. And for the WATN, its average degree is larger than WMTN slightly, but its nodes number is much lesser than WMTN. It is mean that the WATN have more high edge occupation radio. The average shortest-path length of WMTN is smaller than every networks of Poland urban bus. Consider the number of WMTN nodes is among the numbers of different Poland urban bus networks. So WMTN have small-world effect apparently [25] , so same as WATN. The networks efficiency is defined as a average value of inverse distances between network nodes. The WMTN efficiency less than WATN but large than Boston subway [22] which networks efficiency is 0.1 and the number of its nodes is 124 (The networks efficiency of Poland subway were not calculated in ref. [24] ). Since the WATN have so short average shortest-path, we think it is not sense to compare the efficiency of WMTN with WATN. So we deem that WMTN have high efficiency, and mean WMTN have high robustness [26] .
We now turn to study the the importance of seaports which corresponding to nodes centrality, because such information is very useful for the organization of the marine lines. We found that some lines and seaports are very important, as shown in Fig. 1 . The degree centrality K which is the degree of nodes and betweenness centrality B is the number of shortest paths that pass through the node. But considering the specificity of WMTN, we introduce other quantities: weight (strength) W and throughput T , to represent the importance of seaports. The weight W is the number of shipping lines passing through this seaport and the throughput is the seaports transaction capacity in 2014 from data. Then we study the Pearson correlation coefficients between K, B, W , and T , which are given in Table. II. One can find there exists the strong Pearson correlation between K and B of the WMTN as well as W and T in the WMTN. This is because degree and betweenness are topological quantities of centrality of the network, while seaports weight and seaports throughput are actual transport quantities from metadata.
As all lines of WMTN are loops, we can define line saturability by the loop property to quantify the operation ability of the shipping line. For a line with path length L in WMTN and seaports number N p , its lines saturability N is the number of ports, n is the number of edges, K is the average degree, Lest is the longest line length, C is the clustering coefficient, d is the average shortest-path distance, R is radius of networks, E is the networks efficiency, and Lp is the average line length (the length of line path). 
Since one line never passes through one seaport three times, the value of line saturability is 0.5 < S ≤ 1, as shown in Fig. 2 . Larger line saturability indicates higher operation ability of the shipping lines, because for samelength lines the more seaports are connected to it the more seaports can be reached by this line, so the more trade between different ports can be offered by this line.
The average line saturability of the WMTN is 0.877. It is a high value to compare with subway witch line saturability is 0.542. In view of the range of saturability, we set the fitting function of saturability is
where a is the parameter. We got the relation between line saturability and line length is shown in Fig. 3 S ∝ 0.5 + 0.5e −0.0437L , the line saturability decreases exponentially with the line length. This feature might be due to the fact that the long shipping lines are usually set along the coast, so a ship along this line may pass through the seaports one more time when it returns.
III. COMMUNITY STRUCTURE OF WMTN
The community structure of networks is a basic concept to study the structure of networks. It means that the network can be divide in some parts, and every parts contain more connection between the nodes in same part. M. Girvan and M. E. J. Newman [27] proposed the community concept and corresponding algorithm, such as Girvan-Newman algorithm, minimum-cut algorithm [28] . The most widely used algorithm in this regard is modularity maximization [29] , proposed by Newman in 2004. The modularity also provides a criterion of justifying the goodness of community structure. But the community structure of WMTN was rarely studied in the past, except that Kaluza et al tried for the first time in [8] . Here we adopt the Label Propagation Algorithm with compression of Flow (LPAF) [10] to detect the community of WMTN. WMTN can be divided into seven communities (shown in Fig. 4 ) by using LPAF, and the modularity of the community structure is 0.59, suggesting that the LPAF is better than modularity maximization algorithm which yields 0.549 for the WMTN. Comparing the community structure to the seaports distribution on the geography map (represented by Fig. 5 ), one can see that the seaports of one community of WMTN are distributed closed on the geographical map. Hereby, the communities are as follows: Western Europe and Africa, Indian Ocean Rim, Southeast Asia, Gulf of Mexico Rim and Southern West America, Pacific Ocean, Mediterranean Sea Rim, and Southern East America. With this classification, one can find that the WMTN is quite geographically localized. So the radio of long distance transport is less than the radio of short distance transport, and the WMTN is limited by the geographical constraints, such as channels, coastlines, etc. The goodness of community detection results is usually judged by modularity. Here we adopt the so-called Multi-Dimensional Scaling (MDS) to test the community structure through visualization. As we know, the MDS is a method used to visualize the level of similarity of individual cases of a dataset. For a set of individuals, each object is assigned a coordinate to make sure the distance between different individuals represents their similarity. Therefore the first step is to define the distance to quantify the similarity of individuals. And, for a set X with a function X × X → R, and x, y, z ∈ X, we have 4 rules in metric space:
1. Non-negativity: 
Hence we need a distance definition which satisfies the four rules and characterizes the seaport distance effectively. The diffusion distance [30] proposed by Segarra et al [12] measures the distance between nodes on a network. It is a perfect choice based on all these considerations. Specifically, for a weighted network G(E, V, W ) with Laplacian matrix L and node space V having two signals r, s ∈ R N . In the diffusion process, the distribution of signal on this network can be express as a vector.
The diffusion distance [12] is defined as integral of the norm of two signals vector over time:
where L = D − A, with D a diagonal matrix with its diagonal elements being the vertex degrees, A is adjacency matrix, I is identify matrix, α is diffusion constant, and • is defined norm. This equation equivalent to
Next, we need to prove that the diffusion distance fits into the metric space. The first three rules are straightforward. The fourth rule was proved follows:
The diffusion distances between each pair of nodes are presented in the distance matrix, and also shown in Fig. 6 . Then the MDS graph of WMTN can be obtained from the distance matrix. As shown in Fig. 7 , all the seaports within one community tend to gather into one cluster in the MDS graph. This phenomenon shows that the community structure detected by the LPAF is convincing. Also, the MDS is very intuitive and can be complementary to the modularity method in testing the result of community structure detection. 
IV. MULTILAYER NETWORKS OF WMTN
The development of network theory brings in more aspects of the network into consideration. For instance, temporal networks [31] consider the time attribute for edges, and the multilayer networks [32, 33] consider the properties of different layers. Multilayer networks research can be classified into two categories [34] . One is multiplex networks in which different layered networks have the same nodes and different types of connections. The another one is called network of networks [35, 36] in which different layered networks are constituted by different nodes and there are some interactions among this nodes. The concept of multilayer network is still under development but receives a great deal of attention. One simple method for studying multilayer network is, for the moment, converting multilayer networks to common networks. As shown in Fig. 8 , for unweighted networks G(E, V ) the graph layers a and b have the same nodes but different edges. It is called aggregate process, and the graph layer c contains all edges information of graph layers a and b.
The above strategy is too simple and may cause some problems. The most significant problem is the loss of relevant information. All the inter-layer information is removed during the aggregation. We can see in Fig. 8 that layer c can be aggregated by layers a and b, but layers a and b cannot be derived from layer c. However, the aggregation of the WMTN is less affected by the loss of inter-layer information, because different layers represent different marine companies, whose connection information is very similar. We studied the redundancy of different marine companies by multilayer network. If several companies have high redundancy implies that they may share very large operate area within a common sea area. Each marine company's data can be mapped onto one layered network, which is chosen randomly to be aggregated. Then we study the variation of nodes number, average degree, network efficiency and average trapping time(ATT) [38, 39] versus the number of marine companies aggregated. The ATT can regarded as a measure the average of F ij which is the average first arriving time for a random walk from node i to j. This quantity can describe transport efficiency and strongly depends on networks structure. As shown in Fig. 9 , nodes number and average degree does not reach the limits. This can be explained by the fact that the overlap ratio between different marine companies is low, and the current marine transport market can accommodate all existing marine companies. In addition, the efficiency of the WMTN is growing very slowly, and the ATT of the WMTN is almost linearly correlated with the number of marine companies aggregated. This result means that the WMTN has no structure breakdown in the aggregation process. So the structures of different marine companies are similar. The structure reducibility of multilayer networks was studied in [15] . Manlio De Domenico1 et.al. have show that some layer information in multilayer might be redundant. And the main process of this methodology was show in following. Now we study the structure reducibility of WMTN. We aggregate the marine companies orderly, instead of random, by two shipping marine companies with minimum Jensen-Shannon distances showed [13] in Fig. 10 . The Jensen-Shannon distance is a quantity to measure the similarity of different series, and is useful in complex system field [40, 41] . For two networks with Laplacian matrix eigenvalue sequences P (x) and Q(x), respectively, which are serialized by Gaussian kernel g(x, γ) = 1 √ 2πσ 2 exp(− (x−γ) 2 2σ 2 ), the Jensen-Shannon distance can be expressed as:
where R = 1 2 (P + Q). Firstly, we calculate Jensen-Shannon distances between every pair of marine companies set. Then, the networks of two marine companies with the minimum Jensen-Shannon distance will be aggregated to a new network, which is subject to a new round of aggregation. Eventually 42 networks sets can be obtained. Fig. 10 is the dendrogram [42] of marine companies networks aggre- gation, which can illustrate the aggregation of the companies in a sequential manner. Such as, the aggregated order is from right to left, and two child nodes aggregated to the parent node in every step, in the first aggregated step, LMC and CNC are aggregated together. For a network with N nodes and normalized Laplacian matrix L G , the von Neumann entropy of this network is:
where {λ i } is the eigenvalue of L G . In the aggregation process, every networks sets can be calculated by relative
and C is the aggregation step, X is the number of networks in C-th step, and h A is the von Neumann entropy of the network with all the layers aggregated. For a multilayer network A, Its reducibility is defined as [15] 
where M the amount of layer, M opt is the number of layer while q(c) have max value in the aggregated process. The result is shown in Fig. 11 , suggesting the relative entropy decreases smoothly with the number of marine companies aggregated. The relative entropy even keeps decreasing at the stage of all marine companies aggregating to several marine companies. So the value of reducibility of WMTN is 1. Such a phenomenon indicates that all marine companies are relatively independent and the overlap between them is low [15] . This also shows that the redundancy of WMTN is low, with each marine company having its local dominating area.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we calculated the topological properties of WMTN and compare it with Poland city bus networks. The WMTN have higher networks efficiency and higher degree. we proposed the line saturability to measure the line transport ability, and the result is 0.877. Otherwise, we found the line saturability decreases exponentially with the length of lines. The WMTN can be divided into 7 communities by the LPAF, which is in agreement with the MDS graph. The seaports of one community are distributed in the same geographical area on world map. It mean the WMTN was limited by geography, the transport of local is more frequent than global.
We also studied the relation between marine companies by means of multilayer networks. The different marine companies have low overlap and similar network structures. All of the results above show that the marine transport has high efficiency and low redundancy rate.
